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KE2 Therm’s recently 
launched videos include:

Video 070 - Accessories to Make Your 
Controller Installs & Return Service Visits 
Easier & More Efficient.

Video 071 - How to select the best control-
ler for your application.

Video 072  - What are the differences 
between the KE2 Evap and KE2 Evap-RE?

Send your video topic 
suggestions to: 

patricia.bleckman@ke2therm.com

Geo Harris Takes Over as 
Regional Sales Manager 
for the Southwest 

The latest addi-
tion to KE2 Therm’s 
quickly growing 
sales team is Geo 
Harris, P.E.

Geo has a diverse 
history in the 
HVACR industry. His 
first position, after 
graduating from 

the University of Delaware with a B.S. in 
Mechanical Engineering, was as HVAC Proj-
ect Engineer for Clive Samuels & Associates.  

Later, Geo joined Southwest Refrigeration 
as the Engineering Manager, where he 
worked for over 10 years. 

This extensive industry experience, as well 
as his familiarity with the Southwest states, 
are a tailored fit for KE2 Therm’s regional 
sales manager in the states of Arizona, Cali-
fornia, Nevada & Hawaii.

Geo is available by email at, geo.harris@ke-
2therm.com or on his cell, 949.375.5732. 

One of KE2 Therm’s biggest Japanese customers, Nanba, exhibited the KE2 Evap at the 
Japan Supermarket Tradeshow 2017. The show is the largest national exhibition in Japan 
for supermarkets and food related end-users.

A significant portion of Nanba’s booth real estate was dedicated to KE2 Therm products. 
And, the company not only captured several strong leads, with large and small super-
market chains, during the exhibition they also confirmed sales to a fish wholesale chain. 

Japanese Customer Puts Booth 
Emphasis on KE2 Therm

Neal Thompson of KE2 Therm will conduct training sessions at the up-
coming HVACR Educators Conference in Orlando Florida, March 26-28.  
The presentation revolves around turning students into refrigeration sys-
tem experts, by training them on the latest industry technology. 

The course titled, “The latest in refrigeration control and communication technology”  
encourages educators to go beyond teaching refrigeration basics, like theory and me-
chanical control use, and train students on “smart” controllers. 

These energy-efficient electronic controls are gaining popularity for more than just ener-
gy savings, they are also more accurate than mechanical controls, and can provide remote 
access, alarm notifications, and more.

Material for the session includes examples from the recently revamped curriculum at 
Ranken Technical College in St. Louis. Recognizing the industry-wide surge in the use of 
electronic controls, Ranken modified their curriculum to provide additional focus, and 
hands-on experience with these advanced components. The components they selected 
for their program are the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency, KE2 Temp + Defrost and KE2 LDA com-
munication device.  

KE2 Therm to Present at Educators Conference


